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1. Preamble 

1.1 Purpose 

The Canterbury Institute of Management (‘the Institute’) is committed to and promotes the highest 

standards of integrity and ethical behaviour. As a higher education provider, the Institute is 

responsible for administering significant levels of revenue, expenditure and assets, and these activities 

involve contact with a broad range of stakeholders. Accordingly, there is a need to adopt strong 

fraud and corruption prevention policy and procedures. 

1.2 The Institute and its staff commit to conduct with honesty and integrity in their decisions. In doing so, 

the Institute considers issues of fraud, corrupt conduct and serious and substantial waste of institutional 

funds to be very serious and such conduct are not tolerated. 

1.3 This Policy explains what is meant by fraud, corrupt conduct, maladministration and serious and 

substantial waste of institutional funds, including examples and identification of high-risk areas. This 

Policy encourages all staff to be vigilant in ensuring the highest professional standards against fraud are 

met and provides guidance for action if it is suspected that those standards are being breached. 

1.4 The Institute is committed to supporting staff who come forward to report conduct which does not 

meet the standards required by the Institute. Reports of wrongdoing are taken seriously and addressed 

in accordance with the requirements of the Institute’s policies and procedures and the law. 

 

2. Definitions 

For definitions, please refer to Glossary of Terms. 

 

3. Scope 

This Policy applies to all staff including contractors and affiliates of the Institute. 

 

4. Policy Statement 

4.1 It is strictly prohibited for any member of the Institute’s staff, affiliates or contractors to engage in, 

participate in, cover up or in any way assist in fraud, corrupt conduct or serious and substantial waste 

of the Institute’s money. If any member of staff engages in, participates in, covers up or in any way 

assists in such conduct, the Institute may take disciplinary action, which may include termination of 

employment. 

4.2 Contractors/affiliates may have equal action taken against them, which may include termination or non- 

renewal of their appointment or contract. If the Institute becomes aware of allegations of corruption, 

fraud or serious and substantial waste of the Institute’s money, the Institute may inquire into the 

allegations. The level of inquiry depends on the seriousness of the issue. The Institute may also notify 

the Police or other relevant government agencies as required under legislation. 

 

5. Possible Areas of Potential Fraud and Corruption 

Fraud and corruption can potentially occur in different areas of the Institute. Some examples of conduct 

which could constitute fraud, corrupt conduct or serious and substantial waste of the Institute’s money 

are included below. This is not an exhaustive list and examples are not mutually exclusive to a particular 

area. 
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Area Example 

Academic/research • Academic misconduct (including plagiarism) or breach of Academic 

Integrity and Honesty Policy 

• Accepting bribes for admission of students or creating fraudulent 

transcripts for students 

Conflicts of interest • Failing to disclose an actual, perceived or potential conflict of interest 

• Failing to actively manage a disclosed conflict of interest 

• Allowing a conflict of interest to undermine independence of decisions 

• Receiving a personal benefit for assisting a person or entity to gain 

work or business at the Institute 

• Appointing a person to a position due to personal relationships or 

motives other than merit 

• Failure to comply with the Human Resources Management Policy 

Cheques, credit cards, 

EFTPOS 
• Making or using forged or falsified documents or signatures 

Contract management • Accepting bribes and/or kickbacks from suppliers 

• Negligent or deliberate mismanagement of contracts which may 

include non-compliance with contract schedules or rates, 

misrepresentation of dates, description of services or identities of 

contract providers 

• Incorrect charging for labour and material, misuse of assets or product 

substitution (substituting a product for one of lesser quality) 

IT assets and security • Misappropriation, or the unauthorised or unlawful destruction of data 

• Unauthorised or unlawful alteration of data 

• Sharing of usernames and passwords 

• Accepting bribes for admission of students or creating fraudulent 

transcripts for students 

Misuse of CIM assets • Use of the Institute’s funds or resources for personal use 

• Unauthorised sale of the Institute’s assets for personal gain 

Purchases and accounts 

payable 
• Entering into a commercial transaction where there is a conflict of 

interest 

• Invoice and purchase order splitting to circumvent procedures or 

delegation levels 

• False documentation in support of invoices 

• Creation and payments made to ghost suppliers 

Regulatory/compliance • Providing false or misleading information 

• Failing to provide information where there is a legal obligation to do 

so 

Staff records/ 

confidential information/ 

privacy 

• Use or disclosure of staff information for an improper purpose 

• Unauthorised or unlawful alteration of staff information 

Salaries, wages, 

allowances 
• Payments to ghost employees 

• Payment to an employee for tasks not performed 

Travel • Luxurious, indulgent or excessive expenditure 

• Inflated and/or faked expense claims 
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6. Prevention Strategy 

The Institute aims to follow the below strategies in order prevent fraud: 

a. The Institute ensures a sound and sustainable ethical culture through a process of awareness training, 

benchmarking, and monitoring. 

b. Senior staff demonstrate a high level of commitment to controlling the risk of fraud and corrupt 

conduct within and by the Institute. 

c. All staff of the Institute have a general awareness of fraud and corrupt conduct and how they handle 

if such activity is detected or suspected. 

d. As fraud and corrupt conduct can occur at various levels, appropriate preventive techniques – such 

as policy documents, training, and communication that stop fraud from occurring – are established. 

 

7. Detection Strategy 

The Institute conducts regular assessment and adopts the following detection strategies below: 

a. Data analysis activities detect patterns and relationships in information that might highlight fraud or 

irregular behaviour or inconsistencies for evidence of duplicate payments, invoice numbers or bank 

account numbers. 

b. Review of the Institute’s financial statements to detect fraud through a comparison of the Institute’s 

budget reports, expenditure against appropriate benchmarks or trends in bad or doubtful debts. 

c. Post-transaction reviews to detect fraud by focussing on authorisations, adherence to guidelines on 

expenditure receipting and missing documentation to detect altered or missing documents or falsified 

or altered authorisations. 

d. Identification and assessment of early warning signs to detect fraud by training key Institute staff 

members to recognise red flags and respond appropriately. 

 
8. Potential High-Risk Activities 

The following areas and activities may be of high risk. The Institute’s staff (permanent and casual/contract) 

who work in these areas or performing those activities should use particular Academiccaution: 

a. procurement of goods and services; 

b. human resources management, particularly staff recruitment and payroll management; 

c. capital works projects, real estate management and maintenance; 

d. IT systems access, data management and contracting for IT supplies and services; 

e. financial and accounting activities; 

f. paid outside work; 

g. Intellectual Property management dealings; 

h. student admission and records. 

 

9. Responsibilities 

In order to ensure that the Institute conducts itself and carries out its duties and activities free from 

fraud, corrupt conduct and the serious and substantial waste of the Institute’s money, all staff including 

contractors and affiliates must ensure compliance with the following responsibilities. 

9.1 All Staff including Contractors and Affiliates must: 
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a. comply with the internal controls, systems, relevant policies and procedures. Examples of these 

internal controls include policies and procedures, financial delegation and approval authority; 

b. familiarise themselves with this Policy; 

c. report any incident they become aware of involving (or which they reasonably believe involves) 

fraud, corrupt conduct or the serious and substantial waste of the Institute’s money; 

d. report any conduct that they reasonably believe constitutes detrimental or reprisal action against 

a person who has made a report of wrongdoing. 

 

9.2 All Staff including Contractors and Affiliates must not: 

a. engage in, participate in, cover up or in any way assist in (including by failing to act) any form of 

fraud, corrupt conduct or serious and substantial waste of the Institute’s money; 

b. engage in, participate in, cover up or in any way assist in (including by failing to act) any behaviour 

or conduct which involves or may be perceived as victimisation, bullying, harassment or any 

other form of reprisal action against: 

i. another staff member who makes a report of wrongdoing covered by this Policy; 

ii. any person against whom allegations of wrongdoing have been made, if the results of the 

internal inquiry or investigation show they were not implicated in improper behaviour. 

9.3 Additional responsibilities 

9.3.1 Accounting/Finance Staff 

The Institute’s Accounting/Finance Department is responsible for establishing and 

maintaining effective systems of internal control, monitoring and reporting aimed at 

preventing, deterring and detecting fraud and corruption relating to the Institute’s assets and 

resources. Any person with financial delegation or responsibility for administering financial 

transactions is required to comply with relevant finance policies and procedures, financial 

systems requirements and other financial controls of the Institute. 

 

9.3.2 Managers and Supervisory Staff 

In addition to the general obligations outlined in this Policy, managers and supervisory staff 

have the following additional responsibilities. Managers and supervisors must: 

a. ensure that those reporting to them comply with the internal controls, systems, relevant 

policies and procedures; 

b. treat seriously all reports of alleged fraud, corrupt conduct or serious and substantial 

waste of the Institute’s money and ensure that such reports are dealt with in accordance 

with the applicable policy; 

c. take such action as required to prevent retaliation or retribution against a person who 

has made a report of fraud, corrupt conduct or serious and substantial waste of the 

Institute’s money. 
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10. Reporting 

Staff who come forward and report incidents of wrongdoing are helping to promote integrity, 

accountability and good management within the Institute. Staff and contractors should report conduct 

which involves (or which they reasonably believe may involve) fraud, corrupt conduct or serious and 

substantial waste of the Institute’s money. 

10.1 Reporting Process 

A Fraud Complaint Report should be made and dealt with strictly in accordance with the applicable 

policy and procedure. A person who wishes to make a report or complaint should carefully read the 

Human Resources Management Policy and lodge their complaint with the Campus Director & Dean. 

If a staff member believes that their complaint/concern directly involves the Campus Director & 

Dean, the complaint should be lodged directly with the Governing Council. 


